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Some minimum theorems potentially useful to construct numerical schemes related to quasi-static evolution of dam-
age in brittle elastic solids are proposed. The approach is that of multiﬁeld theories, with a second-order damage tensor
describing the microcrack density. The use of damage entropy ﬂux and damage pseudo-potential are both investigated.
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In material science and engineering the analysis of damage evolution has become important in the last
decades. It is well known that damage is mainly due to microscopic defects which cause the progressive
deterioration of elastic properties of the material, a deterioration which is the product of irreversible
changes of the material texture at the microlevel.
In brittle and quasi-brittle solids the damage growth, which results in the degradation of the material
elastic properties as well as in a overall strength reduction, is essentially characterized by the nucleation,
coalescence or growth of microcracks and microvoids while in ductile solids damage is driven by the evo-
lution of microshear bands and dislocations.
In continuum damage mechanics internal variables are usually used to take into account distributed
defects on the microlevel, in order to obtain the expression of the degraded material constitutive law,0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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internal variables in the coupled damage-elastoplasticity theory, related to microscopic changes in the
representative material element, have been deﬁned for example by Souchet (2003). It is worth noting that
an eﬃcient physical interpretation of a damage variable rests upon the precise identiﬁcation of microstruc-
tural mechanisms ‘‘hidden’’ behind the macroscopic response.
Classical damage models, however, present shortcomings when applied to numerical simulations, espe-
cially when working with materials with softening. Basically they are sensitive to the ﬁnite element mesh
adopted, a circumstance which can be avoided by introducing non-local terms: accordingly the evolution
of damage variables depends on the current value of state variables in the point and in a zone surrounding
this point. These non-local damage theories ‘‘have been recognized as a theoretically clean and computa-
tionally eﬃcient approach’’ (see Borino et al., 2003 and the references quoted therein).
Regularizations techniques need in general the deﬁnition of enriched continuum models, in which long-
range and short-range interactions between material elements are considered, and not neglected at all as in
classical continuum models. In this sense a new approach, based on a multiﬁeld description of damage and
able to eliminate the mesh sensitivity, has been recently developed (see Fre´mond and Nedjar, 1996; Mar-
kov, 1995; Mariano, 1995, 1999; Mariano and Augusti, 1998; Stumpf and Hackl, 2003). The basic idea con-
sists in the introduction of new independent kinematic variables describing the microcracked state in each
material element at each point X. The material point together with the information relative to its material
texture (the microcrack patterns in a damage model) constitute the representative material element.
This model of microcracked bodies results in a weakly non-local damage model, as the constitutive
dependence of mechanical interactions on the gradient of damage variable is considered. As a consequence
strain localization phenomena appear even if constitutive relations are linear and microcracks are in the
elastic phase without growth (numerical results concerning the localization of deformation are contained
in Mariano and Stazi (2001) and Mariano et al. (2002)).
In this paper we rephrased the model presented in Mariano and Augusti (1998) for brittle solids, such as
ceramics, concrete and rocks, and discuss it within the setting of inﬁnitesimal strains. We proposed some the-
orems concerning uniqueness and minimum properties of the solution of the damage evolution problem for
linear elasticmicrocracked solids. Twodistinctmodels for the irreversible damage growth in brittle elastic solids
are considered: the one based on the concept of damage entropy ﬂux (Sections 2–4) and the other based on the
deﬁnition of a damage pseudo-potential (Section 5), obtaining diﬀerent evaluations of the dissipation function.2. Multiﬁeld description of damage distribution and evolution in brittle solids
We recall some basic features and equations of multiﬁeld description of damage in microcracked bodies.
For the general treatment of this way to study damage evolution, consisting in the nucleation of new micro-
cracks and the propagation and clustering of existing ones, we refer to the model of Mariano and Augusti
(1998), for microcracked hard matter, and that of Mariano (1999), for microcracked soft matter, in which the
contribution of the microcracks to the overall deformation is prominent.
In this paper only hard brittle materials undergoing inﬁnitesimal deformations are considered. Current
and reference conﬁgurations of the body B are almost coincident with each other and we use the symbol B
to indicate the place occupied by the body and assume that it is a ﬁt region of Euclidean three-dimensional
space E. Moreover we denote by x the placement in B of a material element X of reference position X and
by t the instant time.11 In what follows V denotes the space of translations associated to E, Lin the space of linear transformations of V in V, Sym the
subspace of Lin of symmetric second-order tensors, Skw its orthogonal complement and Psym the set of all positive-deﬁnite elements
of Sym. The inner product between two elements T and P of a linear space is deﬁned as T P ¼Tk...mPk...m.
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which associates to each material patch at X its actual position x and a second-order tensor N which
accounts for its material texture, i.e., collects the information about the microcracked state characterizing
the material point. The variable N is assumed as an order parameter, i.e., an independent kinematic descrip-
tor useful to geometrically characterize the damage within a multiﬁeld model.
We remark that the mapping kx: X# x(X) is the standard deformation of the body, i.e., a continuous
and piecewise continuously diﬀerentiable bijection, preserving the orientation. The spatial ﬁeld Nðk1x ðxÞÞ is
the value of the order parameter at x. We assume the mapping N(Æ) continuous and piecewise continuously
diﬀerentiable too.
A complete motion is a time-parameterized family of mappings kt: (X, t)# (x(X, t), N(X, t)), with
ktx : ðX; tÞ 7! xðX; tÞ the standard motion.
When working with the second-order tensor approximation of the crack density distribution (see Lubar-
da and Krajcinovic, 1993) the density of cracks embedded in the plane with normal n through a material
point X is given in its second-order approximation by the following function:mðX; n; tÞ ¼ NðX; tÞ  ðn nÞ ð2:2Þ
with the second-order crack density tensor deﬁned as follows:N ¼ 15
8p
D 3
2
mI: ð2:3ÞIn (2.3)m ¼ 1
X
Z
X
mðnÞdX; D ¼
Z
X
mðnÞðn nÞdX ð2:4Þare respectively the average crack density and the second-order damage tensor. In (2.4) X = 4p, the entire
solid angle.2 Of course the symmetry of D implies that of the order parameter. IfM denotes the manifold of
substructural conﬁgurations, i.e. the diﬀerentiable manifold (without boundary) where the order parameter
takes values, for the microcrack density N it results M  Sym.3
We recall the basic equations of the elastic problem of microcracked continua in small deformations
regime and linear behavior in the elastic phase: the strain–displacement relationE ¼ symru in B; ð2:5Þ
the balance equations (of momentum, micromomentum and related boundary conditions concerning gen-
eralized tractions)divTþ b ¼ 0 in B; ð2:6Þ
divS Z ¼ 0 in B; ð2:7Þ
Tn ¼ t; Sn ¼ t on oB; ð2:8Þthe case of two-dimensional problems X = 2p.
observe that the cracks density m could also takes negative values. In fact when the second-order approximation of microcracks
ution, as the fourth-order as well, is used to approximate some typical three and two-dimensional crack patterns, the emergence
ions characterized by negative crack density (anticrack regions) should be expected, as a consequence of the approximation
s ‘‘of discontinuous, narrow band width distributions of cracks by continuous distributions provided by tensors’’ (Lubarda and
novic, 1993).
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the stress tensor:4 Wh
gradiene½T ¼ AT½Z þ ðrATÞ½S in B: ð2:9Þ
In previous equations $  oX is the gradient operator,4 u = x  X the displacement vector, E the inﬁn-
itesimal deformation tensor, T the standard (Cauchy) stress, t the traction vector, b the body force, S a
third-order tensor mechanically representing the microstress, t a second-order tensor representing the gen-
eralized traction (that is the surface traction exerted on a microcrack of a material element by those close to
it), Z a second-order tensor representing the internal self-force (that is the action between microcracks in the
same material element). Moreover in (2.9) e is Riccis tensor and A is the linear operator of the action of the
proper orthogonal group Orth+ onM (for the general theory of continua with substructure see the works
of Capriz (1985, 1989, 2000) and Mariano (2001); see also Capriz and Virga (1990)). We here assume null
body forces acting on microcracks by the external world, i.e. the microcracks exchange interactions with the
external world only through the surface-like boundary of the body. Furthermore the conservation of mass
is implicitly satisﬁed.
Remark 1. In writing (2.5) we do not take into account the direct inﬂuence of microcracks on the
deformation of the body as we concern with hard matter. In soft matter, on the contrary, the overall
linearized deformation is given byEt ¼ symruþ EN
with the second addendum representing the contribution of microcracks. This decomposition is analogous
to that typical of inﬁnitesimal plasticity or to the deﬁnition of the relative strain in micromorphic continua.
If the following dependence on the state variables for the Helmoltz free energy w is assumed:w ¼ bwðru;N;rN; #Þ ð2:10Þ
with # the absolute temperature, and if the measures of interaction T, S and Z depend also on the same
variables as w, then from the Clausius–Duhem inequality the following constitutive relations are obtained:T ¼ ow
oru ; S ¼
ow
orN ; Z ¼
ow
oN
; ð2:11aÞ
g ¼  ow
o#
; ð2:11bÞthe last one concerning with the entropy density g.
Remark 2. When relations (2.11a) are used into (2.9), this accordingly results in the condition for the free
energy to be frame-indifferent. Thus (2.9) is a constitutive prescription for the skew part of the Cauchy
stress, the symmetric one beingsymT ¼ oruw 1
2
eðAT½Z þ ðrATÞ½SÞ: ð2:12ÞIn the sequel we consider only the isothermal case for which # is a parameter and we restrict our analysis to
a linearized setting.
If the measures of substructural interactions S and Z are linear functions, by substituting them into (2.9),
since A = eN  N(te) (cf. Mariano and Augusti, 1998, Eq. (12)), the skew-symmetric part of the
macrostress T would be non-linear in the products N$u, NN, N$N, $N$u, $N$N. Since we deal only withich can be confused with the actual gradient operator in the case of small deformations. Besides, the time derivative and the
t operator commute. Throughout the paper oy means partial derivative with respect to the argument y.
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2
ðC½ru  ruþ S½rN  rNþK½N  Nþ 2H½N  ruþ 2h½rN  ruþ 2f½rN  NÞ: ð2:13ÞIn (2.13) appropriate constitutive tensors have been deﬁned, reﬂecting the particular material symmetry
characterizing the body in the reference placement.5 By neglecting the skew part of T or, alternatively,
assuming that constitutive tensors C, H and h could have symmetry properties such that the right-hand side
of (2.9) vanishes, it results that w^ðru;N;rNÞ ¼ w^ðE;N;rNÞ and consequentlyT ¼ bTðE;N;rNÞ ¼ oEw ¼ C½E þH½N þ h½rN;
Z ¼ bZðE;N;rNÞ ¼ oNw ¼ K½N þHT½E þ f½rN;
S ¼ bSðE;N;rNÞ ¼ orNw ¼ S½rN þ hT½E þ fT½N;
ð2:14Þaccording to which the elastic energy density (2.13) is an homogeneous quadratic form in E, N and $N,
assumed positive-deﬁnite (we have indicated with a superscript T the transposition; for a ﬁfth-order tensor
h, for example, it results: hT[E] Æ $N = h[$N] Æ E).
If the coupling tensors H and h are both zero, the damage does not eﬀect the macrostress in the real
body. On the contrary, (2.14)1 geometrically exhibits the inﬂuence of damage on the eﬀective stressbT ðE;N;rNÞ.
Remark 3. If we consider, for instance, the local model by disregarding the inﬂuence of the damage gra-
dient $N, we get an internal variable model in reality; in fact we obtain S = 0 and from (2.7), as a conse-
quence, Z = 0. By combining then (2.14)1,2 we have the following damaged elasticity law expressing the
stress tensor in terms of the deformation for a microcracked material:T ¼ CðNÞ½E; ð2:14bÞ
in which the tensor of damaged elastic coefficients, K being invertible,CðNÞ :¼ CHK1HT ð2:14cÞ
is such that the following weakening condition is valid:kCðNÞ½Ek 6 kC½Ek 8E 2 Sym: ð2:14dÞ
Here and in the sequel we write kTk for the norm of a tensorT of any order in its space. More precisely,
let X and Y be two given Banach spaces andZðX;YÞ denote the space of all bounded operators from X to
Y. LetkTk ¼ sup
x2X;kxk¼1
kTðxÞkbe the norm in this space.6particular C, H and K are fourth-order tensors while f, h and ﬁnally S are respectively ﬁfth-order and sixth-order tensors. The
uction of new constitutive tensors related to the material substructure, behind the elasticity tensor C of classical elasticity, allows
croscopic constitutive description of the inﬂuence of microcracks on the behavior of the body. The brittle deformation caused by
tion and growth of microcracks, provided it results in an anisotropic damage distribution, inﬂuences the anisotropy of the
al response. Next relations (2.14) mathematically describe the physical anisotropy due to the fact that the evolution of
racks, and defects in general, depends on the direction of the applied stress.
course k Æ k is an algebra norm, TðxÞ ¼Tx when linear operators are considered and for second-order tensors (Z  Lin) this
ion produces the Hilbertian norm kAk = (A Æ A)1/2.
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eT ¼ CCðNÞ1 ½T being the effective stress tensor. A similar expression can be achieved also for the global
model expressed by (2.14), as all the equations are linear and thus for a microcracked elastic material the
microcrack density tensor always obeys the functional dependenceN ¼ FðEÞ ð2:14fÞ
with F a linear functional.
It must be noted from (2.13), moreover, that damage generally modiﬁes the elastic strain energy, which is
a realistic feature.
It is possible to account for irreversible damage evolution associated with changes in microcracks con-
ﬁguration by deﬁning a function hD, called the damage entropy ﬂux, which ‘‘accounts for the dissipation
connected to the irreversible growth of microcracks’’ (Mariano and Augusti, 1998). The divergence of this
function represents the conﬁgurational entropy due to the irreversible rearrangement of microcracks:f ¼ divhD P 0: ð2:15Þ
Basic motivations about the possibility of the introduction of natural entropies in the state space of dam-
aged bodies have been investigated by Mariano (1997).7 According to local criteria of damage growth of
Mariano and Augusti (1998, §5), we say that there is nucleation, coalescence or growth of microcracks
in a neighborhood of a point x if the two inequalities hold true_N  ðn nÞP 0; q ¼  _hD  n 6 0 ð2:16Þ
for a direction n emanating from X, the ﬁrst inequality representing the growth of microcrack density in a
neighborhood of the point X while the second the growth of the dissipation along the direction n of micro-
cracks expansion (which obviously results in a growth of microcrack density along n). Moreover from
(2.16)1 it results that the time-rate of change of the microcrack density _N is a positive-semideﬁnite tensor,
i.e. or _N ¼ 0 or _N 2 Psym.8
The dissipation (density) function D(X, t) associated with the irreversible growth of microcracks is given
byD ¼ #divhD P 0: ð2:17Þ
If the following constitutive assumption is made:hD ¼ h^DðE;N;rNÞ; ð2:18Þ
then an evolution equation for the microcracked state concerning the rate _m ¼ _N  ðn nÞ can be obtained
by using the principle of maximum dissipation. We focus our attention on microcrack density growth and in
particular on quasi-static processes related to the microcracked state evolution, characterized by
k€uk  0; k€Nk  0, so that inertial eﬀects are totally negligible.general it is possible to assume the following additively decomposition h = h(heat ﬂux) + h(substructural ﬁelds), which can be
justiﬁed if linear constitutive relations are assumed. In isothermal process, like those we are interested in, the entropy ﬂux
s exclusively on damage.
brittle damaging materials in the sense of Marigo (2000) the condition that the damage parameter should be a not decreasing
n of time during damage evolution is one of the request for the Drucker–Ilyushin stability postulate be valid.
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strained optimization problem is satisﬁed by the condition9 Th
10 Co
damagoL
oN
¼ 0; with L ¼ divhD þ _kq; ð2:19Þtogether with the following Kuhn–Tucker condition9_kP 0; _kq ¼ 0; ð2:20Þ
_k being the Lagrange multiplier. From (2.19)1 we getoðdivhDÞ
oN
¼ _k oq
oN
ð2:21Þwhich, granted (2.18), results in the following non-linear evolution equation for _N:o2NNðhD  nÞ½ _N þ o2NrNðhD  nÞ½r _N ¼  _k
1
oNðdivhDÞ  o2NEðhD  nÞ½ _E; ð2:22Þthe expression of _k > 0 being obtainable by means of the consistency condition (or condition of persistency)_k _q ¼ 0: ð2:23Þ
The inequality (2.15) represents a failure criteria. When the equality sign is valid, namely f = 0, then the
state transformation is reversible and since damage is irreversible (cf. (2.16)1), it means that microcracks are
in elastic phase and there is neither nucleation nor growth.10 Condition (2.15) is equivalent to the mono-
tonicity condition of the yield function in classical plasticity. By using (2.18) into (2.15), the equation
f(E, N, $N) = 0 represents in the state space of a microcracked body, with generic element s  (E, N, $N),
a surface which deforms when damage progresses. Of course, the following condition applies between vari-
ations of f and directions along which the microcrack density changes:orNf ðE;N;rNÞ  reN P 0 8reN; ð2:24Þ
and the same derivative of f is upper limited.
In the next two Sections we will prove the uniqueness of the solution of the evolution problem just sta-
ted, indicated in the following by P1, and an important variational characterization of the isothermal linear
elastic response of a body with irreversible growth of microcracks.
We observe that when the one-dimensional counterpart of this model is considered, the second-order
microcrack density tensor N reduces to a scalar-valued function, the microvoid density or porosity, and
the results obtainable agree to those known in classical damage mechanics literature for isotropic forms
of damage (cf. the models of Markov (1995) and Fre´mond and Nedjar (1996) whose numerical computa-
tions show no mesh sensitivity).
We also observe that some interesting results were recently obtained in damage mechanics, by using
another approach diﬀerent from the multiﬁeld one but with some features in common. In particular
Del Piero and Truskinovsky (2001), in the framework of one-dimensional elasticity with non-convex en-
ergy, make use of a non-concave surface energy to model the formation of the so called process zone, char-
acterized by an inﬁnite number of inﬁnitesimal cracks. This diﬀuse zone of non-diﬀerentiability can be
appropriately described by using the theory of structured deformations of Del Piero and Owen (1993,
2000), which is a powerful tool to describe a body characterized by minute geometrical discontinuities.e Kuhn–Tucker optimality condition (2.20) is sometimes called the complementary slackness condition (see, e.g., Smith, 1974).
ntinuing with remarks of footnote 5, we observe that, ﬁxed a point X, the transition f = 0! f > 0 during the evolution of
e can be interpreted as a rupture of symmetry.
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We here consider the global uniqueness of the solution to the evolution problem P1, considered in the
previous Section, relative to nucleation, coalescence or growth of microcracks in a linear elastic body.
Our uniqueness theorem and its proof follow the methodology of the one given in DeSimone et al.
(2001), and developed within the classical scheme of internal variables, for the one-dimensional damage
evolution problem of materials characterized by softening behavior. The context is obviously diﬀerent, also
because their model is an internal damage variable one: it does not account for the gradient of N, the bal-
ance (2.7) and the damage entropy ﬂux hD.
Let us consider the following hypotheses. Let _E; _N and r _N be bounded11 Atk _EðX; tÞk < þ1; k _NðX; tÞk < þ1; kr _NðX; tÞk < þ1 ð3:1aÞ
withk _NðX; tÞk 6 c1kNðX; tÞk; ð3:1bÞ
c1 being a positive real constant. Moreover, let us assume the following boundness condition on the damage
entropy ﬂux:0 < c 6 koNf ðE;N;rNÞk 6 C < þ1 ð3:2Þ
with c and C two constants. According to this condition the function f(E, Æ,$N) grows at least linearly with
N. Let ﬁnally suppose that there exist another positive constant c such thatko2ENf ðE;N;rNÞk 6 c; ko2NNf ðE;N;rNÞk 6 c; ko2rNNf ðE;N;rNÞk 6 c: ð3:3Þ
We now state the result:
Theorem 1. If (3.1)–(3.3) apply then the evolution problem P1 has a unique solution.
Proof. The ﬁrst step is to prove the uniqueness of the solution s  (E, N, $N) in the substructural ﬁeld N
and its gradient. To this purpose, let us ﬁx E and suppose that two distinct solutions (E, N1,
$N1)5 (E,N2, $N2) of the evolution problem, satisfying the same initial conditions at time t = 0, corre-
spond to the same external data F  ðb; tjoB; tjoBÞ.
Granted the positiveness of f and condition (3.2), it is always possible to chose N15 N2 in such a way
thatf ðE;N1;rN1Þ  f ðE;N2;rN2ÞP oNf ðE;N2;rN2Þ  ðN1  N2Þ þ orNf ðE;N2;rN2Þ  ðrN1 rN2Þ:
ð3:4ÞBy using condition (2.24) and (3.2) again, the previous relation transforms intogP ckN1  N2k2 P 0; ð3:5Þ
where we have deﬁned the following function:g ¼ ðf ðE;N1;rN1Þ  f ðE;N2;rN2ÞÞkN1  N2k: ð3:6Þ
We now prove that it is possible to ﬁnd a positive constant ~c such that_g 6 ~cg ð3:7Þ
which in turn implies thatgðtÞ 6 gð0Þ expð~ctÞ ¼ 0 ð3:8Þ
as g(0) = 0.11the initial instant time t = 0, as no irreversible evolution of microcracks have been occurred, f = 0.
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uniqueness condition on the microcrack density is obtainedN1 ¼ N2: ð3:9Þ
Let us compute the time derivative of the function g:_g ¼ ðf ðE;N1;rN1Þ  f ðE;N2;rN2ÞÞ N1  N2kN1  N2k  ð
_N1  _N2Þ
þ ðoEf ðE;N1;rN1Þ  oEf ðE;N2;rN2ÞÞ  _EkN1  N2k þ oNf ðE;N1;rN1Þ  _N1kN1  N2k
 oNf ðE;N2;rN2Þ  _N2kN1  N2k þ ðorNf ðE;N1;rN1Þ  r _N1  orNf ðE;N2;rN2Þ  r _N2ÞkN1  N2k:
ð3:10Þ
From condition (3.3) on the second derivatives of f, (3.1b) and (3.2), after some calculations we get, to
within higher order terms in the microcrack density,ðoEf ðE;N1;rNÞ  oEf ðE;N2;rNÞÞ  _E 6 ck _EkkN1  N2k;
ðorNf ðE;N1;rN1Þ  r _N1  orNf ðE;N2;rN2Þ  r _N2Þ 6 ckr _N1 r _N2kkN1  N2k;
ðoNf ðE;N1;rNÞ  oNf ðE;N2;rNÞÞ  _N1 6 ck _N1kkN1  N2k;
oNf ðE;N2;rNÞ  ð _N1  _N2Þ 6 Cc1kN1  N2k
ð3:11Þwhich used into (3.10), together with (3.1b) and (3.6), furnish_g 6 c1g þ ½cðk _Ek þ k _N1k þ kr _N1 r _N2kÞ þ Cc1kN1  N2k2: ð3:12Þ
The last inequality by using (3.5) reduces to the following:_g 6 c1 þ Cc1c þ
c
c
ðk _Ek þ k _N1k þ kr _N1 r _N2kÞ
 
g ð3:13Þand ﬁnally, granted the boundedness hypothesis of velocity ﬁelds (3.1a), to (3.7).
To ﬁnally demonstrate that the solution s is unique also in term of the deformation ﬁeld E, we observe
that the energy density w^ðE;N;rNÞ must be single valued, i.e. it is uniquely determined by the applied
external ﬁeldsF. As a consequence, if we assume that two distinct deformation ﬁelds E15 E2 correspond
to the same data, as by (3.9) N1 = N2 = N and $N1 = $N2 = $N, the following relation must be valid:C½E1  E1 þ 2H½N  E1 þ 2f½rN  E1 ¼ C½E2  E2 þ 2H½N  E2 þ 2f½rN  E2; ð3:14Þ
for every choice of the constitutive tensors C, H and f compatible with the symmetry group of the material.
This is possible if and only ifE1 ¼ E2; ð3:15Þ
i.e. the solution is unique modulo an inﬁnitesimal rigid displacement. This conclusion is achieved thanks to
the presence in (3.14), behind the quadratic ones, of linear terms in the deformation. h4. Minimum theorem
We propose a variational characterization of the linear elastic, quasi-static evolution problem of micro-
cracked bodies based on the damage entropy ﬂux.
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with an inﬁnitesimal stability criterion of its solution. We remind that incremental stability does not imply
in general neither incremental nor global uniqueness, the last one being guaranteed by hypotheses of
Theorem 1.
Adopting a standard format typical of inﬁnitesimal plasticity, for any considered function we will refer
to its derivative with respect to the time parameter, denote by a superposed dot (instead of to its diﬀerential
increment). It is understood that such an increment of the function is an element of the tangent space at a
point of the relative manifold.
Let us start by introducing the increments of all kinematic and dynamic ﬁelds deﬁned previously, i.e.
_u; _E; _T;r _N; _S; _Z, associated with the rate of the microcrack density tensor _N, which is furnished for instance
by the evolution equation (2.22). Of course by (2.5)–(2.9), (2.13) we get:_E ¼ symr _u; r _N ¼ ðrNÞ; ð4:1Þ
div _Tþ _b ¼ 0; div _S _Z ¼ 0; ð4:2Þ
e½ _T ¼ AT½ _Z þ ðrATÞ½ _S in B; ð4:3Þ
_Tn ¼ _t; _Sn ¼ _t on oB; ð4:4Þtogether withw^ð _E; _N;r _NÞ ¼ 1
2
ð _T  _Eþ _S  r _Nþ _Z  _NÞ ð4:5Þwhich is the incremental energy density of the linear elastic body with microcracks.
We formulate the following variational result useful for numerical studies based on ﬁnite element
schemes. We assume that all the ﬁelds are square integrable. We also assume throughout this Section
the more general constitutive equations related to the damage entropy ﬂuxhD ¼ h^DðE;N;rN; _NÞ; f ¼ f^ ðE;N;rN; _NÞ ð4:6Þ
in place of (2.18).
Theorem 2. At the solution of the incremental elastic problem IP1 for a microcracked body the functionalðu;N; kÞ7!Jðu;N; kÞ 2 R
withJðu;N; kÞ ¼
Z
B
w^ð _E; _N;r _NÞ 
Z
B
_b  _u
Z
oB
ð_t  _uþ _t  _NÞ þ 1
2
Z
B
#2
q
f 2 _k
2 ð4:7Þattains a minimum.
The introduced functional is the incremental total energy with the last term accounting for the energy
contribution due to nucleation, coalescence or growth of microcracks within the body. In (4.7) f is the de-
ﬁned conﬁgurational entropy, _k is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the microcrack density evolution
and q is the mass density. This theorem is inspired by the well known Ceradini–Capurso–Maiers theorem
of inﬁnitesimal plasticity with isotropic hardening, whose generalizations to cases of general description of
hardening in Cauchy continua, ideal Cosserat plasticity and strain-gradient plasticity, with the appropriate
references, can be found in Mariano (2002).
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in (4.7) and assume that these variations d _k, d_s  ðd _u; d _N; d _E; d _T; dr _N; d _S; d _ZÞ are square integrable. Of
course rðd _NÞ ¼ dðr _NÞ and moreover variation and rate operators commute, i.e. d _/ ¼ ðd/Þ, for every
suﬃciently diﬀerentiable function /. We then consider the following mapping:ðd_s; d _kÞ7!J þ dJ ð4:8Þ
constructing the functionalJ þ dJ ¼
Z
B
w^ð _Eþ d _E; _Nþ d _N;r _Nþ dr _NÞ 
Z
B
_b  ð _uþ d _uÞ 
Z
oB
ð_t  ð _uþ d _uÞ þ _t  ð _Nþ d _NÞÞ
þ 1
2
Z
B
#2
q
ðf þ df Þ2ð _kþ d _kÞ2 ð4:9Þand we evaluate, by applying (4.5), the variation of J:dJ ¼ 1
2
Z
B
ð _T  d _Eþ d _T  _Eþ d _T  d _Eþ _S  dr _Nþ d _S  r _Nþ d _S  dr _Nþ _Z  d _Nþ d _Z  _Nþ d _Z  d _NÞ

Z
B
_b  d _u
Z
oB
ð_t  d _uþ _t  d _NÞ þ 1
2
Z
B
#2
q
ðdf Þ2ð _kþ d _kÞ2 þ 1
2
Z
B
#2
q
f 2ðd _kÞ2 þ
Z
B
#2
q
f 2 _kd _k
þ
Z
B
#2
q
f df ð _kþ d _kÞ2: ð4:10ÞAs linear constitutive equations (2.14) are assumed to be valid, then the following relation involving
macroscopic and substructural ﬁelds can be obtained:_T  d _Eþ _S  dr _Nþ _Z  d _N ¼ d _T  _Eþ d _S  r _Nþ d _Z  _N ð4:11Þ
by means of which (4.10) transforms intodJ ¼
Z
B
w^ðd _E; d _N; dr _NÞ þ
Z
B
ð _T  d _Eþ _S  dr _Nþ _Z  d _NÞ 
Z
B
_b  d _u
Z
oB
ð_t  d _uþ _t  d _NÞ
þ 1
2
Z
B
#2
q
ðdf Þ2ð _kþ d _kÞ2 þ 1
2
Z
B
#2
q
f 2ðd _kÞ2 þ
Z
B
#2
q
f 2 _kd _kþ
Z
B
#2
q
f df ð _kþ d _kÞ2 ð4:12Þwithw^ðd _E; d _N; dr _NÞ ¼ 1
2
ðd _T  d _Eþ d _S  dr _Nþ d _Z  d _NÞ ð4:13Þthe incremental energy density of the linear elastic body with microcracks, evaluated at the variations.
We now suppose that there exists an equilibrated solution from which the variation ð _u; _N; _kÞ !
ð _uþ d _u; _Nþ d _N; _kþ d _kÞ is calculated. By balance equations (4.2), (4.4) the system ð _b; _T; _t; _S; _Z; _tÞ is
equilibrated while ðd _u; d _E; d _N; dr _NÞ is a kinematically admissible velocities system. By applying the principle
of virtual power to these systems we get the following equation:Z
B
_b  d _uþ
Z
oB
ð_t  d _uþ _t  d _NÞ ¼
Z
B
ð _T  d _Eþ _S  dr _Nþ _Z  d _NÞ ð4:14Þby accounting for which (4.12) simpliﬁes indJ ¼
Z
B
w^ðd _E; d _N; dr _NÞ þ 1
2
Z
B
#2
q
ðdf Þ2ð _kþ d _kÞ2 þ 1
2
Z
B
#2
q
df 2ðd _kÞ2 þ
Z
B
#2
q
f 2 _kd _kþ
Z
B
#2
q
f df ð _kþ d _kÞ2:
ð4:15Þ
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(4.13) which is a positive-deﬁnite form. It is then worth noting that the second and third integral in (4.15)
cannot be negative.
Concerning the last two addends, ﬁnally, by remembering that _kP 0, fP 0 and observing that during
the irreversible microstructural evolution and developing of microcracks d _k and df are non-negative
functions too, i.e.12 Fo
eﬀects
stress,
Colem
of the
gradiend _kP 0; df P 0; ð4:16Þ
we getZ
B
#2
q
f 2 _kd _kP 0;
Z
B
#2
q
f df ð _kþ d _kÞ2 P 0: ð4:17ÞIt is then immediate to conclude thatJ þ dJ P J ; 8d_s; d _k; ð4:18Þ
which completes the proof. h
Remark 4. We observe that condition (4.16)2 is a natural consequence of the irreversibility of a damage
process. Roughly speaking, in fact, from the condition fP 0 on conﬁgurational entropy it results that in
the variation f + dfP 0, a condition which is always fulﬁlled iff dfP 0, as f can also take the null value.
Nevertheless condition (4.16)2 can be also shown to be valid as follows.
Let us consider a regular part p 	 B, i.e. a subbody, and calculate the quantityZ
p
_f :By using relations (2.15)1, (2.16)2 and the divergence theorem we getZ
p
_f ¼
Z
p
divhD
 
¼
Z
op
_h
D  n ¼ 
Z
op
qP 0; 8p 	 B: ð4:19ÞBy localization it results that _f P 0 and ﬁnally df ¼ _f dtP 0, for all dtP 0.5. The use of damage pseudo-potentials
It is also possible to describe the evolution of microcracks within a brittle or ductile material by intro-
ducing a damage pseudo-potential. For the deﬁnition and existence of dissipation pseudo-potentials in dam-
age mechanics refer to the works of Mariano and Augusti (2001) and Stumpf and Hackl (2003).
The internal self-force Z, in fact, can be additively decomposed into two contributions,12 the non-dissi-
pative part (nd) and the dissipative one (d)Z ¼ Znd þ Zd ð5:1Þr viscoelastic damaged materials also the stress and the microstress dissipative parts must be taken into account, as the rate
of the strain and of the damage variable are not negligible. Moreover the decomposition of a measure of interactions, such as the
the microstress and the internal self-force, into an equilibrated and a non-equilibrated part is suggested by the basic theorem of
am and Noll (1963) for linearly viscous materials. Also the subsequent linear dependence of the dissipative self-force on the rate
microcrack density (cf. Eq. (5.6a)) is a rephrasing of their assumed linear dependence of the ‘‘viscous stress’’ on the velocity
t.
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and the dissipative part Zd ¼ bZdðE;N;rN; _NÞ, which depends also on the rate of the microcrack density,
such thatD ¼ bZdðE;N;rNÞ  _NP 0: ð5:3Þ
The form of this reduced dissipation inequality suggests to assume the existence of a pseudo-potential of
the general form13c ¼ bcðE;N;rN; _NÞ
such that the rate-dependent part of the self-force isZd ¼ bZdðE;N;rN; _NÞ ¼ o _Nc; ð5:4aÞ
andD ¼ o _NbcðE;N;rN; _NÞ  _NP 0: ð5:4bÞ
A solution of inequality (5.4b) is achieved by takingc ¼ bcð _NÞ ¼ 1
2
D½ _N  _N ð5:5Þwith D a positive-deﬁnite, fourth-order tensor, endowed with the major as well as the minor symmetries and
called the relaxation tensor; its components are the relaxation coeﬃcients associated with the evolution of
microcracks within the body. In this case (5.4) readZd ¼ D½ _N; ð5:6aÞ
D ¼ D½ _N  _N ¼ 2bcð _NÞP 0: ð5:6bÞ
If this constitutive linear assumption is assumed to be valid, then the evolution equation for the microcrack
density can be obtained directly from the balance of substructural interactions (2.7) together with (5.1) and
(5.6a):divS Znd ¼ D½ _N ð5:7Þ
which, by taking into account (2.14)2,3, transforms intodivðS½rN þ hT½E þ fT½NÞ  ðK½N þHT½E þ f½rNÞ ¼ D½ _N: ð5:8Þ
We name P2 the quasi-static evolution problem we get by using a damage pseudo-potential for the dissipa-
tive part of the self-force. The obtained model is for brittle materials with viscous residuals. We immediately
prove the following result.
Proposition 3. The evolution problem P2 satisfies the maximum dissipation principle provided the rate of the
microcrack density _N is a constant function.
Proof. The proof consists in the following calculation. Let us consider the constrained extremum problem:
ﬁxed s  (E, N, $N), maximize the dissipation function Dð _NÞ given by (5.6b) over the set Q, i.e.r non-isothermal processes the dependence on the temperature gradient must also be considered.
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_N2Q
D;deﬁned byQ  f _N j A ¼ divS Znd  o _Nc ¼ 0g: ð5:9ÞBy applying the Lagrange multiplier theorem, sinceo _NA ¼ o2_N _Nc ¼ D 6¼ 0; ð5:10Þ
the only possibility in order to have an extremum is that the following condition must be valid:o _NeL ¼ 0; ð5:11Þ
where we have introduced the new functioneL ¼ o _Nc  _Nþ _l  A ð5:12Þ
with _l a Lagrange multiplier, in this case a second-order constant tensor. By (5.11) and (5.12) we geto2_N _Nc½ _N þ o _Nc o2_N _Nc½ _l ¼ 0 ð5:13Þ
from which, by using (5.5) and the hypothesis that D is invertible, we have the following special value for
the multiplier:_l ¼ 2 _N: ð5:14Þ
Thus in order to have an extremum for D the function _Nð; Þ must necessarily be constant.
After these considerations concerning the use of dissipation pseudo-potentials to describe the evolution
of microcracks in brittle or quasi-brittle solids, we ﬁnally propose the following two interesting results: an
uniqueness theorem and a minimum theorem for the problem P2. Let dP > 0 denotes the duration of the
microcracks evolution process and T  (0,dP]. We remind that we consider only quasi-static processes. h
Theorem 4. If w^ðE;N;rNÞ and bcð _NÞ are positive-definite, homogeneous quadratic forms, then the evolution
problem P2 has a unique solution.
Proof. Let us suppose that in the space of admissible states two distinct solutions
s1  (E1, N1, $N1)5 s2  (E2, N2, $N2) of the evolution problem, satisfying the same initial conditions at
time t = 0, correspond to the same external data F. As equations (2.5), (2.6), (2.8), (2.14), (5.2), (5.7)
are linear, by superposition s  s1  s2 is a solution of the evolution problem P2 corresponding to null data.
From the virtual work equationZ
B
b  uþ
Z
oB
ðt  uþ t  NÞ ¼
Z
B
ðT  Eþ S  rNþ Znd  Nþ Zd  NÞ; ð5:15Þwe get0 ¼
Z
B
ðT  Eþ S  rNþ Znd  Nþ Zd  NÞ ¼
Z
B
2w^ðE;N;rNÞ þ
Z t
0
Z
B
2bcð _NÞ; ð5:16Þ"t 2 (0,dP], where (5.16) is obtained by using deﬁnitions (2.13), (5.5), the fact that k€Nk  0 and _Nð; 0Þ ¼ 0.
From (5.16) the conclusion that s  (0,0,0) and thus the solution of P2 is unique is an immediate conse-
quence of hypotheses contained in the thesis. h
LetWic be the space of weak solutions which satisfy the initial conditions.
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the evolution problem P2 for a microcracked body realizes the minimum of the following functional:Y :Wic ! R; such that ðu;NÞ7!Y ðu;NÞ
withY ðu;NÞ ¼
Z
B
½w^ðE;N;rNÞ  b  u 
Z
oB
t  u
Z
oB
t  Nþ
Z
T
Z
B
bcð _NÞ: ð5:17ÞIn (5.17) the action functionalW Z
d
T ðNÞ ¼ 
Z
T
Z
B
bcð _NÞdvdt ¼  Z
T
Z
B
1
2
Zd  _Ndvdt ð5:18Þrepresents the work associated with microcracks evolution during the quasi-static damage process.
This theorem is a generalization to the present context of quasi-static evolution of anisotropic damage,
where a second-order tensor is considered as damage kinematic descriptor, of the one proposed in Mosconi
(2005), concerning with an isotropic model of damage quasi-static evolution, where the porosity, a scalar
quantity, is the only macroscopic damage variable. The proof given there is easily adapted here, with the
microvoid density replaced by the microcrack density.6. Conclusions
The paper concerns with the multiﬁeld description of microcracks evolution in brittle or quasi-brittle sol-
ids. Two diﬀerent models are considered, the ﬁrst one based on the concept of damage entropy ﬂux and the
second one on that of damage pseudo-potential. In both cases uniqueness and minimum results are proved.
The proposed results should encourage the use of the multiﬁeld description of damage in brittle materials
when performing numerical simulations, because they guarantee for the convergence of the related
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